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The simple block diagram that we used for radiometers is more complicated 
in a real system. 
Radio telescopes almost always use some form of heterodyne mixing to 
manipulate the incoming signal before running it through most of the 
electronics of the system. 
The block diagram for such a system looks like:

Where the operative “heterodyne” part is the cross and the squiggle: the 
incoming signal, after amplification, is mixed with a local oscillator of a 
known frequency. The two waves interfere with one another and produce a 
signal with frequency equal to the difference of the incoming radio light and 
the local oscillator.

Heterodyne Receivers



One term has frequency of the 
difference in original 

frequencies.

Heterodyne Receivers

The two waves interfere with one another and produce a signal with frequency equal to the 
difference of the incoming radio light and the local oscillator. 

Local Oscillator - This can be set by the observer

(radio) frequency being observed

That is, once the signals are mixed you get the multiplication of the two: 

One term has frequency of 
the sum in original 

frequencies.

IF: intermediate frequency 
— can be selected  by 
electronics / filtering 



Heterodyne Receivers

Note: ‘image frequency’ is also mixed down to the same IF! 

from:

In the old days this was a problem - as one could not tell whether lines were 
observed in the upper or lower sidesband (USB or LSB). 

Single sideband receiver (SSB): only one sideband makes it through systrem.  
The other (image) sideband received is rejected 

Dual sideband receiver (DSB): both sidebands are superposed. 

Sideband seperating receiver (2SB): both sidebands are recorded separately - 
this is achieved, eg. Using 2 LOs, and shifting one LO by 90 degrees.  This 
Became achievable in the early 2000s.

Currently most receivers (ALMA etc) are 2SB receivers.

USBLSB



Heterodyne Receivers

A heterodyne receiver mixes the signal and filters it down to a lower, 
intermediate frequency set by the electronics. Why is this useful?

(1) Generically, it’s easier to work with lower frequencies.

(2) It means that by tuning a single local oscillator, the input frequency for 
any of a wide range of radio frequencies can be fed into the electronics at a 
controlled intermediate frequency (IF). 

(3) That means you can build one set of electronics to process this IF (so-
called “backends”) that can be used across the spectrum.
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Basics of Interferometry

slides: Essential Radio Astronomy by NRAO (Condon & Ransom)

 + lectures by Ohio State University Professor Adam Leroy 


Dr. Jason Hessels (ASTRON)

Prof. David Wilner (Harvard)


https://www.astron.nl/astrowiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=ra_uva:2017:ra_uva_lecture6_2017.pdf



https://www.nobelprize.org



Martin Ryle, 


first Nobel Prize for astronomy (1974) 

inspired by Bragg’s X-ray crystallography 
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The Quest for Resolution

We want sub-arcsecond resolution (cf. optical, X-ray) 

 
Unlike large, ground-based optical telescopes (atm.  limits!), 
radio telescopes are always diffraction limited. 

So to get 1 arcsec resolution at 21cm requires a 42km diameter! 



The Quest for Resolution
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The Quest for Resolution

We don’t have to build a single 42-km-wide radio dish 

Aperture Synthesis

B = ‘baseline’.   (distance between telescopes)

but note: collecting area MUCH lower!



Point source

d

•Fringes of 
separation 
λ/d

Young's double-slit experiment



Larger source

•Source subtends an 
angle 0.4 λ/d

•Fringes move by 
0.4 λ/d. Incoherent 
sources -> add 
intensities, fringes 
start to add 
destructively

Young's double-slit experiment



Still larger source

•Source size 
gets to λ/d

•No fringes remain 
(cancellation). Little 
fringing seen for 
larger sources than 
λ/d either.

Young's double-slit experiment



Effect of slit size

•Same size source, 
but smaller slit

•Increased fringe 
spacing, so fringes 
visible again

Young's double-slit experiment



mid 1940: Dover Heights, near Sydney, Australia

Sea interferometry

Note: Path difference



Reminder: Fourier Transforms



• a few properties of the Fourier transform
An addition in one domain is an addition in the other

A multiplication in one domain is a convolution in the other

Scaling: large in one domain is small in the other

An offset in one domain is a phase shift in the other

Reminder: Fourier Transforms



Modern Radio Interferometers

ALMA Meerkat

NOEMA



Modern Radio Interferometers

Nbaselines = Nelements(Nelements-1)/2 

Want to compare signal 
amplitude and phase between 
these telescopes. 

VLA: 27 antennas, 351 baselines
ALMA: 45 antennas,  990 baselines



Modern Radio Interferometers

• The concept of a “baseline” is really important.


• Baselines have different “lengths” (distance between a pair of dishes/antennas) 
and they have different orientation with respect to the sky (RA,DEC).


• Note that the orientation of these baselines with respect to the sky changes 
during an observation.


• This change in orientation complicates the picture but also provides a powerful 
way to accurately image the sky.


• The number of baselines (telescope pairs) is related to the number of elements in 
the array through 0.5 x N(N-1)



Very Long Baseline Interferometry

>1000-km baselines 
Data traditionally recorded locally and shipped to correlator 
(though moving more and more towards real-time) 



Very Long Baseline Interferometry

100.000-km baselines (!)
RadioAstron (Spekr-R): 10m radio telescope

http://www.asc.rssi.ru/radioastron/



The quest for resolution



“Specific Intensity” or “Brightness” 
Energy per unit time, area, frequency, and solid angle 

“Specific Flux Density” - Integrate over entire area of the source 

Terminology

Units: Janskys:



Radio Telescope Field of View

Fourier transform relationship between the aperture and the beam



“Primary beam” (main beam of individual elements) 

Terminology

This determines 
the total FoV, 
whereas the 
synthesized 
beam determines 
the resolution 
within that FoV. 

The aperture has 
a response as a 
function of 
direction and 
frequency. 



“Primary beam” (main beam of individual elements) 

Terminology

received
power

Emitted
brightness

Aperture
response



Radio interferometric imaging

How do we relate the brightness of 
the radio sky to the power 
received by the antennas? 
How do we turn this into a radio 
image? 

Need to correlate the received 
electric field (signal) at various 
geographically separate locations. 
Each element gives a signal 
amplitude and phase. 



Radio interferometric imaging

How do we relate the brightness of 
the radio sky to the power 
received by the antennas? 
How do we turn this into a radio 
image? 

Need to correlate the received 
electric field (signal) at various 
geographically separate locations. 
Each element gives a signal 
amplitude and phase. 



Simple Interferometer

Sample an incoming electric 
field at various points and 
convert to voltages. 
Need to register both 
amplitude and phase of the 
wave. 
Note: single-dish ‘power 
measurement’ does not work

power ~voltage squared



Simple Interferometer

Antenna adds additional power 
to the signal. 
Even a bright source of ~1Jy 
will still constitute only ~0.5% 
of the output power. 

power ~voltage squared

This signal is buried in 
noise but signal is 
correlated between 
antennas and noise is 
not 



Interferometer is fixed w.r.t. the sky (an instant in time).
 
Quasi-monochromatic waves. (single frequency) 

Interferometer directly measures the sky frequency

Single polarization.
 
No distortions from ionosphere.
 
Identical elements and perfect electronics. 

Simple Interferometer



time averaging:

voltages:

multiplication:

for 
-> 0

Simple Interferometer

note: geometric delay removed through electronics

      we are interested in delays due to different 

      positions on sky



consider slightly extended sources as a sum of point sources, 

Slightly Extended Sources and the Complex Correlator

The response Rc depends on the received field strength and orientation of the baseline 
w.r.t. the source. 
Doesn’t depend on observation epoch, distance to source, or incoming signal phase 
(source is in the far field). 

This cosine response seems problematic though: we don’t want to have a ripple 
pattern of sensitivity. Uniform response over the whole mapped sky would be way 
better.




…this is why we add a second correlator (sin-correlator) that has a 90 
degree phase shift (adding 90 degree shift into the output of one antenna) 

sin

Slightly Extended Sources and the Complex Correlator

s

RC samples the even part of I(s), RS samples the odd part of I(s)



another way to picture this



Any real function can be decomposed into an even and odd part: 

such that:

Reminder: even / odd functions.



Visibilities

Define a complex function called the “visibility”, which contains all the 
information for that baseline: 



Visibilities

Define a complex function called the “visibility”, which contains all the 
information for that baseline: 

• Complete relation between the interferometer response and the source 
brightness. 
• This is a 2-D Fourier relation



Basically, the idea is that any function can be expressed as the sum of a 
series of sines and cosines of varying amplitude and phase. 
In other words, f(t) can be built up from the spectral distribution F(v) which 
is the power at frequency v. 
See “The Fourier Transform and its applications” by Ronald Bracewell. 
The fourier transform of a function e.g. f is often denoted as F (f) and the 
inverse is F -1 (f). 

FT from the time domain to the frequency domain: 

reminder: Fourier Transforms



• Correlator: machine to produce both the real and imaginary part 
of the visibilities (i.e. Rc and Rs).

• Effectively casts two sets of sinusoids on the sky, offset by 
90deg

Complex correlator



• Correlator: machine to produce both the real and imaginary part 
of the visibilities (i.e. Rc and Rs).

• Effectively casts two sets of sinusoids on the sky, offset by 
90deg

Complex correlator



1979 VLA correlator

the fastest supercomputer at the time!  
    (faster than a CRAY at the time, but limited in operations)



building the correlator remains a major challenge in the era of large-N interferometers

SKA testing on Summit supercomputer

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)… need to be smart



paper from 1983



1983 - 9 years after award of Nobel Prize!

paper from 1983



Visibilities - moving to 2D

Of course, a more useful interferometer includes more than just two 
antennas and hence more than just 1 baseline. 

• Also, ideally these will be distributed in 2-D. 

• for an N-element interferometric array, there are N(N-1)/2 
independent baselines. 



uv plane

“(l,m,n) and (u,v,w) coordinates” 

Components of the source 
direction (unit) vector 

Components of the 
baseline vector 

Assume all interferometric elements are in a plane - note: this does not hold at 
long wavelengths 

up-down vector always set to be pointing at telescope



• V(u=0,v=0) is the integral of T(l,m)dldm = total flux density

• I(l,m) is real: V(-u,-v) = V*(u,v)   where * = complex conjugate
• get two visibilities for one measurement

V(u,v), the complex visibility function, is the 2D Fourier transform of 
I(l,m) the sky brightness distribution (for an incoherent source, small 
field of view, far field, quasi-monochromatic, etc.) 

 I 

I

Response of an Interferometer





• each V(u,v) is a complex quantity
• expressed as (real, imaginary) or (amplitude, phase)

I(l,m) V(u,v) amplitude V(u,v) phase

each V(u,v) contains information everywhere in the image I(l,m)

Visibilities



I(l,m) V(u,v) amplitude

δ function constant

narrow features transform into wide features (and vice-versa)

Some 2D Fourier Transform Pairs



I(l,m) V(u,v) amplitude

δ function constant

Gaussian Gaussian

narrow features transform into wide features (and vice-versa)

Some 2D Fourier Transform Pairs



I(l,m) V(u,v) amplitude

δ function constant

Gaussian Gaussian

narrow features transform into wide features (and vice-versa)

elliptical
Gaussian

elliptical
Gaussian

Some 2D Fourier Transform Pairs



T(l,m) V(u,v) amplitude

anything sharp in one domain generally oscillates (“rings”) in the other

uniform 
disk

Bessel
function

Some 2D Fourier Transform Pairs



Amplitude and Phase

amplitude tells ‘how much’ of a certain spatial frequency

phase tells ‘where’ this spatial frequency is located
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Amplitude and Phase

amplitude tells ‘how much’ of a certain spatial frequency

phase tells ‘where’ this spatial frequency is located




compact source

short baseline
wide fringe pattern

Amplitude and Phase



compact source

long baseline
narrow fringe pattern

Amplitude and Phase



compact source

long baseline
narrow fringe pattern
different orientation

Amplitude and Phase



extended source

short baseline
wide fringe pattern

Amplitude and Phase



extended source

long baseline
narrow fringe pattern

Amplitude and Phase



extended source

long baseline
narrow fringe pattern
different orientation

Amplitude and Phase



basic idea: sample V(u,v) at enough (u,v) points using distributed small 
apertures to synthesize a large aperture of size (umax,vmax)

use more antennas for more samples
• one pair of antennas = one baseline
                                          = two (u,v) samples at one time
• N antennas = N(N-1) samples at one time
• reconfigure physical layout of N antennas for more
    (as long as source structure doesn’t change with time)

use Earth rotation for more samples
• baseline length/orientation relative to sky change with time

use more wavelengths for more samples
• u and v are measured in wavelengths
• “multi-frequency synthesis”  for continuum imaging:                                            

determine structure at some fiducial wavelength                                                  
and the change with wavelength, e.g. Taylor expansion

Sir Martin Ryle 
1918-1984

1974 Nobel Prize 
in Physics

Aperture Synthesis



ALMA
50x12m + 12x7m + 4x12m

IRAM NOEMA
11(→12) x 15m

SMA
8x6m

Aperture Synthesis: wavelengths 1mm and below



SMA antenna locations on 
October 23, 2009

𝜈 = 345 GHz

source at dec = + 22 deg

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



2 antennas, 1 x 30s sample

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



2 antennas, 1 x 30s sample

u

v

-v

-u

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



3 antennas, 1 x 30s sample

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



4 antennas, 1 x 30s sample

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



5 antennas, 1 x 30s sample

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



6 antennas, 1 x 30s sample

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



7 antennas, 1 x 30s sample

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



7 antennas, 10 x 30s samples

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



7 antennas, 1 hour

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



7 antennas, 3 hours

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling



7 antennas, 7 hours

Example SMA (u,v) Plane Sampling


